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Group Like Items Together
Gather all craft supplies and equipment from around
the house.

Sort and group like items together.

Pull everything out of cabinets and off of shelves.

Edit the Categories

Remove crafts you no longer enjoy.

Remove crafts you no longer have time for.

Remove categories you don't have room for.
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Edit Items in a Category

What is a reasonable number of items to have?
(How many paper cutters, quilting hoops, etc. do
you really need?)

What is the likelihood you'll use the item in the
next year?

Look at every single item. You can consider small
items, such as each type of beads as one item.

If you get rid of the item and decide you need it
again in the future, how easy is it to replace?

How much do you enjoy the item versus how
much will someone else enjoy it?

If you get rid of the item and decide you need it
again in the future, how expensive is it to replace?

Does the item "spark joy"? Do you honestly see
yourself using it in the near future? Honestly.

Is the item broken, torn, stained or unusable?
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Consider the Budget
Do you have the budget to DIY or purchase
storage for all the craft items?

Do you want to pay to store all of these
items? 

If you sold items could you raise money for the
craft space you'd really like?
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Consider Your Space
How much can you store in the space you
have?

How do you envision the space looking? Extensive
supply storage? Open working and visual space?

How do you want the craft space to function?
Mostly storage or storage and work space?
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Where to Donate
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Emotional Decisions
Can you take a photo and then let the item
go?

Are you really honoring the item or is it
stuffed away somewhere?

Can you keep a piece or part of it?

Senior Center School Preschool

ChurchAdult Special Needs Center

Rehab Center

Children's Hospital

Women's Shelter

Community CenterYMCA


